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I Spread Spectrum Techniques

�� Watermark should not be placed in perceptually Watermark should not be placed in perceptually 

insignificant regions of an imageinsignificant regions of an image

�� Problem Problem –– how to insert a watermarkhow to insert a watermark

�� Frequency domain Frequency domain –– communication channelcommunication channel

�� Spread spectrum communicationsSpread spectrum communications

�� Narrowband signal is transmitted over much larger Narrowband signal is transmitted over much larger 

bandwidthbandwidth

�� Similarly, watermark is spread over many frequency Similarly, watermark is spread over many frequency 

coefficientscoefficients

�� Energy in one coefficient is undetectable Energy in one coefficient is undetectable 



I Spread Spectrum Techniques

�� Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSDirect Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS--SS)SS)

�� Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHFrequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FH--SS)SS)

�� DSDS--SS SS –– low level wideband signal can be hidden within low level wideband signal can be hidden within 

the same spectrum as high power signalthe same spectrum as high power signal

�� Core component Core component –– Pseudo Random Noise Sequence Pseudo Random Noise Sequence 

(PRNS)(PRNS)

�� Original bit stream is multiplied by PRNSOriginal bit stream is multiplied by PRNS

�� At the receiver, low level wideband signal will be At the receiver, low level wideband signal will be 

accompainedaccompained by the noiseby the noise

�� Suitable detector Suitable detector –– signal can be signal can be squezzedsquezzed backback



I Spread Spectrum Techniques

�� FHFH--SS algorithm SS algorithm –– periodic change of transmission periodic change of transmission 

frequencyfrequency

�� HopsetHopset –– set of possible carrier frequenciesset of possible carrier frequencies

�� Each channel Each channel –– spectral region with central frequency in spectral region with central frequency in 

the the hopsethopset

�� Bandwidth includes most of the power in a narrow band Bandwidth includes most of the power in a narrow band 

modulation burstmodulation burst

�� Data is sent by hopping the transmitter carrierData is sent by hopping the transmitter carrier

�� On each channel, small bursts of data are sent using On each channel, small bursts of data are sent using 

narrowband modulationnarrowband modulation



II Watermarking Embedding

�� DSDS--SS is used in the watermarking generatingSS is used in the watermarking generating

�� FHFH--SS determines embedding positionsSS determines embedding positions

�� Sequence of information bits is spread by multiplying with Sequence of information bits is spread by multiplying with 

large factor, called chiplarge factor, called chip--raterate

�� Size of the sequence is equal to the value of chipSize of the sequence is equal to the value of chip--rate rate 

multiplied by number of information bitsmultiplied by number of information bits

�� Spread sequence is modulated with binary pseudoSpread sequence is modulated with binary pseudo--noise noise 

sequencesequence

�� Amplified with a locally adjustable amplitude factorAmplified with a locally adjustable amplitude factor
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Fig.2 Block diagram of the watermarking scheme, with blocks 

A) watermarking generating, B) determining of locations 



II Watermarking Embedding

�� Watermark process is illustrated in the block AWatermark process is illustrated in the block A

�� Each bit of the watermark signal will be embedded into Each bit of the watermark signal will be embedded into 

some assigned locationssome assigned locations

�� Randomly determined by a keyRandomly determined by a key--based FHbased FH--SS within the SS within the 

image frameimage frame

�� Each watermark bit will be dispersed over its Each watermark bit will be dispersed over its 

corresponding locationscorresponding locations

�� Location determining process is shown in the block BLocation determining process is shown in the block B

�� 256 x 256 pixels 256 x 256 pixels –– 65536 available pixels are considered as 65536 available pixels are considered as 

hopsethopset



II Watermarking Embedding

�� If 10 % of image frame is required to embed the If 10 % of image frame is required to embed the 

watermark, 6544 locations will be pseudowatermark, 6544 locations will be pseudo--randomly randomly 

determineddetermined

�� Selected locations are used to perform watermark Selected locations are used to perform watermark 

embeddingembedding

�� Each watermark bit is embedded by additive operationEach watermark bit is embedded by additive operation

�� Some of the selected pixels will carry the watermark signalSome of the selected pixels will carry the watermark signal

�� Correlation is performed by demodulationCorrelation is performed by demodulation



III Some Results

�� 88--bit standard images (Airplane, Barbara, Boat)bit standard images (Airplane, Barbara, Boat)

�� PSNR is used to evaluate the quality of the watermarked PSNR is used to evaluate the quality of the watermarked 

imagesimages

�� Embedding the watermarking signal into parts of the Embedding the watermarking signal into parts of the 

Barbara at different levelsBarbara at different levels

�� Image area is decreased, reduced the amount of Image area is decreased, reduced the amount of 

information rateinformation rate

�� Reducing the block size is used to carry the watermark Reducing the block size is used to carry the watermark 

signalsignal

�� Some selected bits are used to carry the watermark signalSome selected bits are used to carry the watermark signal
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Fig.3. PSNR value at various 
level of embedding area within 

the image Barbara
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Fig.4. PSNR values at different block 
sizes (the highest curve corresponds to 3, 

in the middle to 4, while the lowest 

corresponds to 5 block size)



Table 1. The smallest value of 

chip-rate required at various 

block sizes

ORIGINAL

IMAGE

BLOCK

SIZE 3

BLOCK

SIZE 4

BLOCK 

SIZE 5

AIRPLANE 20 65 235

BOAT 20 95 270

BARBARA 18 68 245



III Some Results

�� Since a smaller chipSince a smaller chip--rate is used, amount of information rate is used, amount of information 

bits would be increasedbits would be increased

�� Table shows the smallest value of chipTable shows the smallest value of chip--rate required to rate required to 

correctly recover the embedded bitscorrectly recover the embedded bits

�� Fig.4 Fig.4 –– block size used to carry the watermark signal was block size used to carry the watermark signal was 

changedchanged

�� The quality of watermark signal is improved when The quality of watermark signal is improved when 

watermark is embedded into some partswatermark is embedded into some parts

�� Security level is the same as in the whole image frameSecurity level is the same as in the whole image frame



III Some Results

�� Advantage of FHAdvantage of FH--SS: embedded signal is robust to some SS: embedded signal is robust to some 

potentionalpotentional attacksattacks

�� Watermark could be extracted without using the original in Watermark could be extracted without using the original in 

spread spectrumspread spectrum

�� The input image is The input image is highpasshighpass filtered to remove major filtered to remove major 

componentscomponents

�� Filtered image is then demodulated with the pseudoFiltered image is then demodulated with the pseudo--noise noise 

signalsignal



IV Conclusion

�� Watermarking based on spread spectrumWatermarking based on spread spectrum

�� FHFH--SS to locate watermark embeddingSS to locate watermark embedding

�� DSDS--SS to generate the watermark signalSS to generate the watermark signal

�� Improved the quality of watermarked imageImproved the quality of watermarked image

�� The same level of securityThe same level of security

�� Decreasing of the embedding area could be compensated Decreasing of the embedding area could be compensated 

by adding the watermark signal into some selected bits by adding the watermark signal into some selected bits 

within a pixelwithin a pixel


